The Honorable Judge Dee Benson
United States Federal Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
May 11, 2007
Ref: Ute Distribution Corporation V. Babbitt, CIV, 2:95- CV 376B
Honorable Sir,
My Name is Illa Chivers; I am a Uinta Band Native Mixed Blood Indian from the U&O Reservation.
The 671 Termination Law calls me a mixed Blood member of the Ute Tribe.
I know you are aware of the Struggle these Indian people have faced, from all the frivolous cases that has
came before the Federal Courts In Salt Lake City over the past several decades. Mainly the So-called
Affiliated Ute Citizens, setting in an abstract Identity under the color of law.
These cases were not frivolous to the Indians who came before the Court.
Many times the hopes of getting justice, for our Indian people setting out on the reservation believing in the
United States of America Justice System, would hear these pleading cases searching for protection from
and by the United States of America Government as the Congress of the United States agreed to do when
termination 671 was handed down.
The 671 law is what I call a cloak and dagger law tainted from start to finish because Approximately 80%
of the original Indians have lost their mineral wealth via the Ute Distribution Corporation.
Back when these Indians were told these stocks were not worth the paper they were written on, the
revenues from this corporation was held back to make these Indians believe they were worthless.
Non-Indians are reaping these resources while many of the original Indians beg for handouts at the Utah
welfare office.
At every rattle out of the box the Ute Distribution Corporation uses the 490 original Indians when law
issues come up front as they are doing via this case by mentioning the 490.
On the reservation this Corporation’s Directors tell these Indians, we don’t have to listen to you because
you have no stock.
I am appealing to the Courts to perhaps conduct an investigation concerning this present situation.
This water resource should go to the 490 owners & or their descendents because the Ute Distribution
Corporation is using 490 roll numbers & or names to conduct official business in joint management with
the Ute Tribe according to their By Laws set out in the termination law.
The Ute distribution Corporation is holding our names and roll numbers as pawns to conduct business for
non Indian Stock Holders by dealing in over the counter type stock.
Your Honor I do apologize for some of my expressions but, to fight for justice when no Utah Congressmen
or Senator would give this situation the time day, it has taken part of my soul to the bottomless pit.
At this point in time I must put my faith, in the fact that this case will get the review and the true 490
Indians will receive a long over due Protection from the Federal Courts.
I Remain Sincerely With All Due Respect
___________________________________
Illa Chivers
PO. Box 124
Whiterocks Utah 84085
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